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How much of a foodie are you?

Question 1
How many different specialised 
areas for different tastes are there 
on your tongue? 
(e.g. salty, sweet, etc.)



Question 2
What percentage of the food 
humans produce is wasted? 
5.5%    25%    55%    75%



Question 3
What do 80% of people worldwide 
regularly eat as a rich source of 
protein that we in the West do 
not?



Question 4
What will all the plastic in the 
oceans outweigh by 2050?



Question 5
Why do the six big drinks 
companies only use 7% recycled 
plastic in their bottles?



Question 6
Which species, essential for 
modern agriculture, is under dire 
threat from agriculture? (And 
why?)



Q1 - How many different specialised 
areas for different tastes are there on 
your tongue? 

x 0



Q2 - What percentage of the food 
humans produce is wasted? 
5.5%    25%    55%    75%

55%



Q3 - What do 80% of people worldwide 
regularly eat as a rich source of protein 
that we in the West do not?



Q4 - What will all the plastic in the 
oceans outweigh by 2050?



Q5 - Why do the big six drinks companies 
only use 7% recycled plastic in their 
bottles? 

We want 
clear bottles



Q6 - Which species is essential for 
modern agriculture yet under threat 
from it?



Exploring global topics from multiple perspectives
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‘Global topics’ = all inclusive / globalised

Teachers’ role = help students see the bigger picture

Up-to-date contents = a challenge to ‘post-truth myth’ + 
‘canon’ of information

First-hand sources = largely English speaking = motivating?

Awareness changing fast = fresh perspectives?  







“I wish my students were more aware 
of…”

What issues matter to them (& you)?
How accessible is the language to talk about issues?
Where could you find resources to adapt for the classroom?



Multiple perspectives on food













Evaluating trustworthiness of sites and sources
Tips for you and your students
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Watch out for…
• odd domain names, e.g. …com.co 
• sites which don’t publish their sources or 

attribute authors
• poor design & sites with poor style, e.g. 

ALL CAPS
• photoshopped images
• sensationalism & clickbait



Evaluating trustworthiness of sites and sources

Tips for you and your students
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Do…

• Follow sources (if they mention them) 

• Check out ‘About us’ – contributors listed? reported?

• Use multiple sources for confirmation

• Triple check stories that make you angry!

For help go to…

• snopes (painstaking research in rumours and 

misinformation)

• opensources.co (classifies as ‘fake’, ‘bias’, ‘unreliable’, 

etc.)
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